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Beatson, Alexander.  *A view of the origin and conduct of the war with Tippoo Sultaun; comprising a narrative of the operations of the army under the command of Lieut.-General George Harris, and of the siege of Seringapatam*.  London, G. and W. Nicol, 1800.  Call no:  DS474.1.B36.
   
   Note: Honnold/Mudd Special Collections copy has extensive manuscript notes on paste-down and on preliminary leaves. 5 pages.

   
   Note: Honnold/Mudd Special Collections holds text volumes 1-20 and plates volumes 1-20.

Douglas, Howard T.  *[Diary]*.  1918.  Call no:  D 570.9 D6X.
   
   Note: See also Howard T. Douglas Records.  H.1957.2.
   
   Finding aid available at the Online Archive of California (OAC) –
   
   http://www.oac.cdlib.org/findaid/ark:/13030/kt838nf0sh/
   
   Diary, appointments and awards, letters of condolence, writings, and published and newspaper accounts, 1917-1921, relating to the life and career of Howard T. Douglas and to the Alaska Flying Expedition of 1920.

   
   Note: See finding aid available at the Online Archive of California (OAC) –
   
   http://www.oac.cdlib.org/findaid/ark:/13030/c8m32z0g/
   
   Collection of 124 zines, all created by young female Japanese artists. These publications represent the entire output of the "Feminine" show - an exhibition of zines curated by Tokyo store Zine's Mate, presented exclusively at the 2011 New York Art Book Fair. This collection reflects an important trend in underground print publishing among young women in Japan, and captures the zeitgeist of an exploding cultural phenomenon.

   
   Note: The Jennings, Pomona College class of 1900, created this trip diary and photo book for their overland trip from Los Angeles to Yosemite by covered wagon in 1904.

   
   Note: See finding aid available at the Online Archive of California (OAC) –
   
   http://www.oac.cdlib.org/findaid/ark:/13030/c87h1nv9/
   
   Dennis G. “Denny” Kruska, a graduate of University of California, Los Angeles, Hughes Aircraft physicist, venture capitalist researcher, printing consultant, historical author and bibliographer and collector of Yosemite and Sierra Nevada materials amassed this collection of Japanese American internment items. The collection covers a wide variety of materials, ranging from 1905
to 2013 which are arranged into six series, with like materials being grouped together, including newspapers and clippings, photographs, postal materials, printed matter, realia, and research materials.


Note: The archive, comprised of journals and films, documents the world travels of Los Angeles attorney Eric G. E. Scudder (1887-1975) and his wife, Marie Kaplan Lazarus (1890-1973) between the years of 1906 and 1967. Unlike many travelers of the era who went on typical “European Tours”, the Scudders journeyed to lesser-traveled destinations including Manchuria, Hong Kong, Turkey, the Balkans, Russia and parts of Latin America. The collection contains 19 travel journals and 160 reels of film.


Special Collections. Claremont Colleges Library. *Historical objects and ephemera from reading room*. H.Mss.0371. Stereoscope viewer, 1 of 2, without photo.


Note: Original documents from 16th-19th centuries, provenance unknown.


Note: The Punk archive contains materials relating to the punk scene of the late 1970’s and 1980’s. Flyers depict punk bands and famous punk venues from San Francisco, Los Angeles and Rancho Cucamonga. These flyers display unique art and designs representative of the punk movement. In addition, there is a newsletter from Orange, California encouraging peaceful resistance to police brutality aimed at punks and a collection of 59 zines from MAXIMUM ROCKNROLL across the span of 9 years.


Note: Emil Steffà, Pomona College class of 1899, lived in the Coachella Valley in the early 1900’s. His collection of Indian baskets was given to the College.

Treveris, Peter. *The grete herball: whiche geueth parfyt knowlege and under standing of all maner of herbes & there gracyous vertues whiche god hath ordeyned for our prosperus welfare and helth: for they hele & cure all maner of dyseases and sekenesses that fall or mysfortune to all maner of creatoure of god created: practysed by many expert and wyse maysters, as Aucienna & other &c.: also it geueth full parythe understandynge of the booke lately prentyd by me (Peter Treveris) named The noble experiens of the vertuous hand warke of surgery*. Imprinted at London in Southwarke: By me Peter Treveris ..., in the yere of our lorde god 1526 the xxvii day of July. Call no: QK99 .G7 1526.